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ABSTRACT  

One of the most happiness days for the entire nation. When we got freedom from British after 200 years 

on august 15th 1947.And we also know that the independence is about 75 years.  And after 25 years we 

are going to mark the 100 years of independence. And coming 25th years known to the nectar period for 

the country. This paper will tell the vision and the development in India 2050. How it will develop for the 

future generation and what are the various changes will be there from 2022 to 2050 in future. In this paper 

we have dealt with the several issue such as health, judiciary, economy, population, democracy etc. which 

tell what -2 changes will be we expect from today’s time to the 2050 in the future. Also try to focus on 

the various issue which will impact on the 2050future generation, & what new -2 development will take 

place in the 2050.  
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INTRODUCTION  

The year of 2050 is almost 28 years away from today and today every human being in the world wants to 

know how our future will be. But let me tell you what our future will be like, it is not possible for any 

human being to tell this completely. Well, no one knows what is going to happen in the next moment. As 

per seeing today’s time our future life that’s is 2050 will totally different from today in many aspects from 

environment to transport to technology to democracy and people’s life style will also at next level. As 

well more modern education system, there are some reasons to be optimistic about life than .and with the 

time 2050 the development of scientific advancement people having more means travel to one part to 

another in fast way, at the time there having much use of solar power vehicles, and traveling to planets 

will be for all human available as its only predicting. And the best is student don’t have to go daily school 

or college they will gain knowledge at home only; they can learn each and every thing via online only.  

So, let’s start how India will be in 2050  

 Economic sector 

 To be honest we are knowing that the Chinese economy is almost based on the foreign investment, as we 

can see in India’s growth day by day Increasing based on national economic sector. As if we look after 50 

years, we can’t imagine that how much it’s grown a smaller, more agile, and more efficient economy will 

always overtake and triumph. After seeing India’s market day by day Increasing major multinational 

started investment in India in a big amount as we can see India from all prospective India is a good place 

for investment. And we can see that all multinational company are now totally rely on our Indian engineers 

for their future generation’s products. If we talk about the company like HP, AMAZON, MOTOROLA, 

CISCO and many more other big companies started setting up here R&D LAB and all related to this. And 

more importantly, as we know that India’s GDP growth has started growing over last decade has been 

over 9+% constantly, while if we the case of China mostly faces trouble due to heavy foreign investment 

                                                           
1 https://www.indianconstitutions.com/essay-on-my-vision-for-india-in-2047/ 
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failure it’s totally depends on the foreign investment. While in case of India maintain this steady growth, 

it can definitely become largest economy due to population and largest economy by 20502. 

 International and Diplomatic relations 

As we all know India always knowing for standing really good in diplomatic relations from UN to world 

level and we also know that India never involved in international conflicts, and India is a country who 

always ready to help the other Nation from coved 19 to saving our nation student who were struggling we 

can see this and our nation is good in international level, and it’s also known for the third largest 

contributor to UN peacekeeping forced worldwide. In the near future, as the nation's economy and foreign 

trade expand, perhaps India will obtain the permanent seat in the UN Security Council for which it has 

long called. In terms of diplomatic success, it would be India's greatest achievement. 

On the other hand, unlike India in the 1970s, the nation's foreign policy has undergone a significant 

transformation. India now maintains positive relationships with its friends and even forges new ones. India 

is a strategic ally of the United States and maintains ties with other nations in the Middle East as well as 

with Russia, China, Japan, Australia, and Europe. That is the main factor that might make India a 

superpower. 

 Military  

India is fourth among the top 10 militaries in the world, with a $54 billion defence budget and 1,362,500 

active military personnel3. A nation that is prepared to handle any military disaster has 2,102 planes overall 

and 295 sailors on board.  

India is acquiring new technology and ideas from all over the world, like the 5th generation fighter plane 

from Russia, Defence Drone technology from the USA, and other technologies from Israel, as I indicated 

in the diplomatic point! India can therefore handle any catastrophic circumstance if it raises its defence 

spending over the next four decades, especially for the air force, cyber defence, and new technologies. 

 Population 

To be honest, if we look at the population of India by 2030 it surpassed China population as day-by-day 

population of India rapidly increasing very fast. As per several data and various scientists’ analysis it said 

that by 2050. Indian population will be much higher that we can’t even predict or as we can see that day 

by day, we are modernising our self and taking implementation of various projects such as controlling the 

population, also one of among them. As we can see that. Government of India Make several initiatives to 

control the population cause as seen day by day it increasing in number. And if. If condition is like that. 

Then by 2050. The population of India might be in middle of China and USA. It only predicted but it not 

sure that it’s same.    

 Democracy  

I If we look at the nation like Islamic Nation or China where people’s having several restrictions and these 

nations people’s people having several restrictions in social life, as well as not having freedom to speech 

or freedom to choose their representative Only one party can rule. Where in such type of nation? It is quite 

difficult to having breath also. Because it totally and control of one political party. In that type of nation 

taking breath is much danger because if you want to breathe    somehow government permission is there 

as it said as a probes. In case of India, India is known for its most peaceful country as India citizens having 

several rights. From the Constitution such as Fundamental Rights Directive, principle of state policy, 

fundamental duties and having choice to choose their own representative as per their own ways as India 

also known for the world largest Democratic Republic as into on challenges. Here political. Play an 

important role in case building of development. Of any nation in various important factor regarding this.  

                                                           
2 https://www.ibef.org/news/india-will-be-3rdlargest-economy-by-2050-lancet 
3 https://www.indiatoday.in/india/story/india-fourth-powerful-military-miltary-direct-study-1781796-2021-03-21 
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By 2050. India will be moved powerful democratic nation as day by day seeing many changes occurring. 

Indians people having more freedom to do anything. There will be no political interference between 2 

parties because at the time of 2050, there will be only one party as predicted. And India will run through. 

Talented minds. People such as. Law graduate, engineers in the field graduated will hopefully run the 

nation. And there will be a healthy and good democracy. Which lead the country from developing status 

to totally developed nation as like USA hopefully will chase USA by 2050. 

 Technology 

Imagine India in 2050, with its info line and technology. India will excel in the domains of technology, 

information lines, and education by the year 2050. India will succeed in several areas, including 

digitalization and GDP development. India is prepared for a great future at the start of the twenty-first 

century. The nation is firmly moving forward under the vibrant leadership of Prime Minister Narendra 

Modi. By 2050 we will more advanced because at that time there will be no use of phone line or wire used 

for the communication, no any type of cables for the connection, because everyone will have their own 

satellite transmitter in their homes or places that can used see live video /audio anywhere in the worlds in 

the matter of seconds. Its means that we will no longer depend upon the internets and connecting to people 

will easier because of Jio at the time there will only one operator left and Jio will be the largest telecom 

service provider.  And the use of the solar power car / bike at time will be more in number or countless. 

Mostly thing will we run on the solar power. And in the future AI will play the most important role4.  

 

 Charge your phone with power plant 

 We can transition to 100% renewable energy with the help of ocean thermal energy  

 Self-driving car at the time will be safer  

 Space tourism will easier but only for rich  

 Its improbable that half of the job that exits due to technology advancement by 2050 

 Infrastructure 

Our country which is currently leading by Modi govt have started several projects for good infrastructure 

such as MAKE IN INDIA & SMART CITIES for the people and day by day it becoming modernised. We 

knowing that our infrastructure is the backbone of our nation as well across the world, the roadway, 

railway, airport and waterways this major part. We have seen massive changes over the past few decades 

in the country as day by day rapidly improving our infrastructure. In the more futuristic way, which will 

help at that time to minimize the workload as well as the time. Given its critical role in the growth of the 

nation, the infrastructure sector has experienced a tremendous boom as a result of India’s necessity and 

desire for rapid development. The expansion has been aided by urbanisation and an increase in foreign 

investment in the sector. We know that the Growth of our nation clearly visible to us as well as across the 

country in the form of new highway as day by day making to making to make easier ride and minimised 

length and rural roads, airport, power plant development in more Futuristic way. And Government of India 

more focusing toward supplying of water. In more clean and safe drink. And redevelopment of Sewage, 

drainage and enhancing the agriculture system add to that the accelerated expansion of the manufacturing 

sector, rising consumer demand supported by middle-class income and spending growth, the development 

of rural infrastructure, and government initiatives to revive the agriculture industry, all of which are 

contributing to India’s infrastructure expansion. 

The expansion of the manufacturing sector across the board has created a huge need for infrastructure 

renovation and development since the current system is unable to keep up with the exponentially rising 

demand for infrastructure. Increased manufacturing has increased the need for transportation, which has 

                                                           
4 https://www.analyticsinsight.net/technology-2050-awesome-innovations-in-the-future/ 
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in turn sparked an increase in demand and the building of transportation infrastructure. The following 

industries will have a significant influence on infrastructure development. 

 

Education 

As we can see that currently the technology rapidly growing and changing the world around us. Many 

human beings who do work are being in fear because the technology will replace intelligence and some 

teacher think or predict that at a time. By 2050 there will be no one student to teach physically. In future 

as its saying AI might take over a lot of task and ability that we have been teaching our students for 

decades to be honestly saying the education will never disappear, it will just take up in. More advanced in 

different form5. 

 

Hear the few point that will save the future of education. 

1.  At that time by 2050 Student will have several and variety of opportunity to learn and explore the 

thing in more advanced ways at different times in different places and classroom will be flipped 

means where Any part of study such as theoretical or practical can learn outside as well, outside 

any practical things can learned outside as well &practical taught face to face via in more 

interactive ways.  

2. The student who are in average will learn through more advanced and dynamic tool which help us 

to grow faster and anytime contact with Mentor too and they get practice time more on which 

subject they are average and that time teacher will individual see each other &every student and 

focus on it to grow faster in their academic. 

3. Today we choosing subject as per what we want to become. In future. As per their need but at a 

time they can study with different subject what day wish to do and can adopt 2-3 degree also cause 

at that time degree will didn’t matter knowledge will matter cause development in future will bring 

good impact on the education system as. Recent it, day by day, rapidly changing and company like 

Facebook, Google, Amazon, Tesla will never ask Degree anytime. As like this other company will 

also. Look at it. For recruiting process. 

 

Environment 

We knowing that the GOI of had Initiated several steps in environmental project. For the India which will 

helping towards to make it safer for the future as knowing that the environment is our backbone of the 

earth and if we didn’t conservative towards it’s than in future, we only face problems as we knowing that 

through, we get several things in our daily use and most importantly to breath. So GOI making several 

good projects for the development of environment in more advance and Futuristic way through which our 

environment will be greener at that time and by 2050 environment will looks like world best environment 

because GOI to save the future they spending huge investment in the environment and by innovative 

technology making it more advance for the future and saving from destroy it, and also take several steps 

to control environment related things6.  

Health sector  

By2050 one best sector we talk than it is the health sector because by the time it’s growing through more 

advance techniques and more Morden youths’ doctor which will possible to cure almost every health-

related issue.  At that time various new -2 technology of machine developed through cure of human beings 

as compared to today’s it’s become in easier.  

                                                           
5 https://www.livemint.com/Politics/hCNChishenJwWp3jC0iRCL/India-will-be-late-by-50-years-in-achieving-education-
goals.html 
6 https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2019/dec/30/environment-2050-flooded-cities-forced-migration-amazon-
turning-savannah 
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Judiciary  

As we know that the Indian Judicial system in our country are from the British Rule, which now in 21st 

generation it’s need many changes as per the society needs, Because day-by-day we are growing 

advancing our self to Modernisation which requires many modern technologies to tackle Modern types 

of Cases.  

If we look in the major problems in the field at Judiciary than we have have to see that-: 

 There are Judicial Backlogs almost from all the High Courts are pending as well as the Suprme 

Court of India which has itself a huge number of cases pending to clear them. And also if we see 

that the current scenario as per clearing pending cases then it might takes 30 to 35 Years to clear 

all the backlogs7, but as per we are seeing new changes and fulfilling the vacancy in the court it 

had said that within upcoming ten to twenty years almost fifty to sixty percent of backlogs of cases 

will be cleared. 

 As we know that as per law commission in the report recommended the increase of the judges in 

court. Because in many court various vancy are left which take lots of burden to the judges and 

due to this people also suffer long wait to decide the cases his /her with the increasing of judges 

it’s also help in speedy justice delivery system8 . 

 Today’s court almost work on the paper and depend on the paper work ,where we moving to 

advance day by day courts system are still on the paper , which take lots time to delivery any news 

or bail order to jail officer days’ time if we do all things via online then its save lots of paper also 

,and transferring of news to one to another quite easy , if we see the Rajasthan high court9 its work 

with paperless mode .and with the 2050 almost all the high court with paperless mode , they have 

advance many tool which will easy to delivery justice and having less burden  in judges . 

 We can also see many law are from  the British time will also replace with new law as today’s 

society need and recently Amit shah said ipc and crpc will have new amends rule10 

 

Negative impact of 2050 

As we know that if all the things are going well than somehow, it’s lack at some points in simple words, 

we say jaisa socha waisa kabhi na hota kuch na kuch galti hoti hi hai as like the impacts of 2050 left 

some part more worrying situation such as -  

 

1. If we now didn’t control our population than in future it’s will impact in various ways, through 

finding jobs to leaving in home to having food etc.  

2. As we know that our country is blessed with good environment but by 2050, we seeing major and 

drastically changes occurring because we rapidly cutting trees, and creating more pollution. And 

destroying our eco system well.  

3.  Through rapidly making building and home we destroy daily lakhs of hectare of agriculture land 

which in future will face food shortages at large.  

                                                           
7 https://lawcorner.in/judicial-backlogs-a-menace-jeopardizing-the-idea-of-
justice/#:~:text=In%20a%20step%20to%20a%20recent%20stat%2C%20it,be%20becoming%20the%20new%20backlogs%20
after%2035%20years. 
8 https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/politics-and-nation/law-commission-for-increase-in-number-of-judges-
timeframe-to-dispose-cases/articleshow/37967560.cms 
9 https://ecommitteesci.gov.in/project/paperless-courts/ 
10 https://www.tribuneindia.com/news/nation/govt-aims-to-amend-crpc-and-ipc-says-amit-shah-as-parliament-clears-
criminal-procedure-identification-bill-2022-384124 
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4. By 2050 technology will replace human being completely. Which will major impact on the 

employment.  

5. And by the 2050 we totally depend upon the technology so we have lots of fear about technology 

threats.  

Few that predicting while making this paper are as follows- 

1. India will have only one religion that is Hindu  

2. By 2050 only BJP will lead the nation if current situation goes on no other party can defend, and 

it’s become world’s largest party.  

3. By 2050 Indian roads are like foreign. And mostly roads are made of plastic to minimize the 

environmental pollution 

4.  In future India vehicles totally run on electric, ethanol or battery no use of diesel and petrol.  

5. Self-driving dreams in future will true in other words Tesla welcome.  

6. By 2050 India will surpass all the nation and have largest user of internet. In India Jio will overtake 

all the Telcom provider.  

7. By 2050 mostly thing will be free of cost form education to food to health care  

8. Most importantly people at that time no longer fight for the issue like RELIGION, CASTE, OR 

RESVERATION 

9. By 2050 we live in most clean and fresh land.  

10. Killing animals and tree make you throw in jail for long. 

11. Hindi will be new ENGLISH FOR 2050. 

 

At last, I would like to conclude by saying that no one see the future we are just only predicting what will 

be next in future, some say that in 2030 the World no more it will completely deep in water. But no one 

knows what will happen we only the predicting by various way, either I or you both didn't look the future 

how it's will be might beyond our expectation or it's will just like we dream for future, or might we will 

not sure that we see the future this also possible 

 


